Praying Medic @prayingmedic
10 May 20 • 209 tweets • prayingmedic/status/1259595176516841472

1) This is my #Qanon thread for May 10, 2020
Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub
qalerts.app
Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts & much much more. Q Alerts is
the first & original Q Android app as w…
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My Theme: Shadow Presidency

2) Using information gleaned from recently declassified transcripts this post paints a picture
of how the Obama administration set up an illegal surveillance operation against Donald
Trump.
I'll explain each line in this post to the best of my ability in the tweets that follow.

3) When the Democratic National Committee emails were published by Wikileaks in the
summer of 2016, a narrative was developed that they were stolen by Russia.
The forensic evidence available in the public domain refutes the idea that the DNC emails
were hacked by Russia.

4) Intelligence community experts determined that it was impossible for Russia to have
hacked the DNC emails. The transfer speed could only have been accomplished by a locally
connected storage device and the copying was done on the east coast of the U.S.

Intel Vets Challenge 'Russia Hack' Evidence
In a memo to President Trump, a group of former U.S. intelligence officers,
including NSA specialists, cite new forensic studies to challenge the claim of the
key Jan. 6 “assessment” that Russia “hac…
https://consortiumnews.com/2017/07/24/intel-vets-challenge-russia-hack-evidence/

5) Timeline of events regarding the DNC emails.

Intel Vets Challenge 'Russia Hack' Evidence
In a memo to President Trump, a group of former U.S. intelligence officers,
including NSA specialists, cite new forensic studies to challenge the claim of the
key Jan. 6 “assessment” that Russia “hac…
https://consortiumnews com/2017/07/24/intel vets challenge russia hack evidence/

https://consortiumnews.com/2017/07/24/intel-vets-challenge-russia-hack-evidence/

6) When asked by Sean Hannity, Wikileaks founder Julian Assange said the DNC emails did
not come from Russia or a state party.

0:00

7) Assange implied that Seth Rich was the source of the DNC emails.

0:00

8) Wikileaks offered a $20,000 reward for information leading to the conviction of Seth
Rich's killer.

WikiLeaks offers $20,000 for information on former DNC staffer's murder
"ANNOUNCE: WikiLeaks has decided to issue a US $20k reward for information
leading to conviction for the murder of DNC staffer Seth Rich," the website tweeted.
https://www.businessinsider.com/wikileaks-20000-seth-rich-dnc-2016-8

9) Shawn Henry, President of Crowdstrike Services, said when his company was contacted to
investigate the DNC breach, he was told the system had been "hacked."
This determination was made prior to his company's investigation of the DNC's computer
system.
https://www.dni.gov/files/HPSCI_Transcripts/2020-05-04-Shawn_Henry-MTR_Redacted.pdf

10) Henry said their analysts had "indicators" but no direct evidence that data from the DNC
servers was exfiltrated by a Russian actor.
https://www.dni.gov/files/HPSCI_Transcripts/2020-05-04-Shawn_Henry-MTR_Redacted.pdf

11) When asked about the possibility that the data transfer was done by a local drive transfer
instead of over the internet (by a Russian actor), Henry called the idea implausible, but he
didn't explain why he thought it was implausible.

12) Henry from Crowdstrike thought a local data transfer of DNC files was implausible.
Because he didn't have direct evidence of a data transfer by Russians, he thought perhaps they
took screencaps of the emails instead.
Can't make this stuff up.

🙄

13) According to Mr. Wilson (a representative of the DNC), Crowdstrike did not
communicate directly with the DNC.
The DNC contracted with Perkins Coie.
Perkins Coie contracted with Crowdstrike.
Sussman of Perkins Coie advised the DNC based on recommendations from Crowdstrike.

14) Except that here, Henry from Crowstrike said he had frequent communications directly
with the DNC.

15) Let's go back to this post and decode the rest of it.

16) Witnesses said under oath they had no evidence that the Trump campaign colluded with
Russia.
The Steele dossier was the main evidence used in the Mueller investigation. The FBI knew it
had been discredited before using it.
Senator McCain gave the dossier an air of legitimacy.

17) The FBI gleaned information from its surveillance of Trump campaign officials. That
information was given to James Clapper and placed in the President's Daily Brief.

18) Andrew McCarthy noted that counterintelligence investigations are done to provide
information to the President about threats to national security.
The president and his staff are kept informed on investigations through the President's daily
brief.

#Obamagate

0:00

19) "By 2013, Obama’s PDB was making its way to more than 30 recipients..."
And of course, all that illegally obtained information could easily be leaked to the press.
#Obamagate

Five myths about the President’s Daily Brief
No, most past presidents haven’t gotten daily in-person briefings.
https://web.archive.org/web/20190412195058/https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinio…

20) FBI leadership, DNI Clapper, CIA Director Brennan, the DNC and White House staff
were responsible for the primary operations of #ObamaGate

21) 4 FISA warrants were obtained to target the Trump presidential campaign.
One was obtained to target the campaign of Ted Cruz.
#Obamagate

22) The CIA's charter does 't allow for domestic surveillance, so they used FBI assets like
Peter Strzok to conduct their surveillance of the Trump campaign.
FBI operations: Crossfire Hurricane, Crosswind, Crossfire Typhoon.
Was there also an operation "Crosswalk?"
#Obamagate

23) Or was Q referencing the time the NSA caught Lisa Page and her teammates in the
crosswalk in London in December 2015?
#Obamagate

24) The FBI, CIA, and foreign intelligence agencies used all their tools to conduct umbrella
surveillance of the Trump campaign.
No paper trail was created to implicate U.S. officials.
Because of the unusual nature of the request, it had to be authorized by Obama.

#Obamagate

25) The FBI hired (and later fired) Christopher Steele. His information was funneled to the
FBI & DOJ through Bruce Ohr.
Opposition research by Steele was organized by Fusion GPS and funded by Perkins Coie.
#Obamagate

26) FBI inserted spies into the Trump campaign. James Baker coordinated between FBI &
Perkins Coie. FBI's insurance policy was intended to keep Trump out of the White House. So
that the FBI could claim they weren't targeting Trump, they targeted people in his sphere of
influence.

27) Andrew McCabe and Rod Rosenstein considered having Rosenstein wear a wire and

recording Trump to remove him under the 25th amendment.
FBI & DOJ leadership pushed Jeff Sessions to recuse himself, leaving Rosenstein in charge of
the Mueller investigation.
#Obamagate

28) FBI decided to regain control of the White House by appointing a Special Counsel to
investigate Donald Trump.
Rosenstein's scope memo targeted 4 Trump associates.
DOJ & FBI employees were forced to comply.
Rosenstein's trip on AF 1 had a strategic purpose.
#Obamagate

29) https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-08/rosenstein-may-get-his-job-talkwith-trump-aboard-air-force-one
30) While this was happening secretly, in public, Hillary, Obama (funded by Soros), the press
and Hollywood elites pushed a false narrative of Russian collusion and advocated for
globalism and a soft form of socialism.
Antifa was activated to silence pro-Trump voices.
#Obamagate

31) Judge Napolitano explained how Obama (allegedly) had British intelligence (GCHQ) spy
on the Trump campaign.
#Obamagate

0:00

32) Why did Obama travel to the same places both before and after Trump's official visits?
F = foreign.
#Obamagate

33) Anons created a graphic showing the correlation between Obama and Trump's trips
abroad during 2017.
#Obamagate

34) What is a "Shadow Presidency?"
#Obamagate

35) Q previously asked anons to examine the timeline of actions carried out by Barack Obama

from November 2017 until the present and cross-reference them with President Trump's
actions.

36) White House visitor logs provide important information.

Visitor Access Records
As part @POTUS commitment to government transparency, check out records of
White House visitors on an ongoing basis online.
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/briefing-room/disclosures/visitor-records

37) In a January 5, 2017 meeting, the Obama team outlined for Sally Yates and Jim Comey
how they were to keep information from the incoming Trump administration, given that they
would be the only ones remaining in government positions.
#Obamagate

Obama, Biden Oval Office Meeting On January 5 Was Key To Entire An…
In light of the newly declassified documents, it is clear that understanding what
happened in that January 5 Oval Office meeting is essential to understanding the
corrupt operation against the Trump …
https://thefederalist.com/2020/05/08/obama-biden-oval-office-meeting-on-january-5-wa…

38) As the incoming National Security Adviser, General Flynn would be privy to the details
of how the Obama administration spied on the Trump campaign. Removing Flynn was their
top priority.
#Obamagate
39) The FBI kept their investigation of Flynn (Crossfire Razor) open despite having no reason
to do so.
Per Bill Priestap, their goal was either to set up a trap to get Flynn to lie or get him fired.
#Obamagate

Obama, Biden Oval Office Meeting On January 5 Was Key To Entire An…
In light of the newly declassified documents, it is clear that understanding what
happened in that January 5 Oval Office meeting is essential to understanding the
corrupt operation against the Trump …
https://thefederalist.com/2020/05/08/obama-biden-oval-office-meeting-on-january-5-wa…

40) Information (and disinformation) was illegally leaked to the press to make Flynn think he
was not under investigation, when in fact, he was.
#Obamagate

Obama, Biden Oval Office Meeting On January 5 Was Key To Entire An…
In light of the newly declassified documents, it is clear that understanding what
happened in that January 5 Oval Office meeting is essential to understanding the
corrupt operation against the Trump …
https://thefederalist.com/2020/05/08/obama-biden-oval-office-meeting-on-january-5-wa…

41) A second illegal leak of information was needed before Flynn would be removed from his
position as National Security Adviser.

42) With Flynn out of the way, the #Obamagate plotters went to work on neutralizing Jeff
Sessions.
Jim Comey kept information about the Russia investigation from Sessions.
He and others leaked information to smear Sessions as a Russian sympathizer and he quickly
recused himself

43) With Sessions out of the way, Rod Rosenstein appointed Robert Mueller as Special
Counsel.
Mueller would keep Trump under continual public suspicion of a crime and give legitimacy to
media's false narrative of Russian collusion.
#Obamagate

44) John Kerry and Obama traveled the world, assuring foreign leaders Trump would soon be
out of office.
Although he was no longer President, Obama's people managed to paralyze President Trump
and retain a degree of control over governmental functions.

Kerry to Abbas confidante: 'Stay strong and do not give in to Trump'
The former US Secretary of State also surprised his interlocutor by saying he was
seriously considering running for president in 2020.
https://www.jpost.com/arab-israeli-conflict/kerry-to-abbas-confidante-stay-strong-and-d…

45) #Obamagate

46) Obama has been running a shadow presidency, supported by the deep state.

#Obamagate

47) More news about General Flynn and #Obamagate.
It was not David Ignatius who first received reports about General Flynn's calls to
Ambassador Kislyak.
Adam Entous received the first tip about the calls.
#Obamagate

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

Developing…
The INITIAL Flynn/Kislyak leak was not to David Ignatius – it
was to WaPo reporter Adam Entous.
The leak came directly from “sources [who] saw a transcript and
described it to [Entous].”
38.7K 8:32 PM - May 10, 2020
19.6K people are talking about this

48) Entous is a news reporter. The calls were not hard news so he didn't do a story on them.

#Obamagate

49) David Ignatius wrote an opinion column on the Flynn-Kislyak calls to stir up suspicion
that Flynn was involved in questionable discussions with a Russian.
#Obamagate

50) An anon posted a screencap of the first tweet in this thread by @Techno_Fog

#Obamagate

51) Adam Entous of Washington Post could be abbreviated AEWP.
Those initials were used in the "Palatine's Revenge" game chat log Q posted on April 28th.
This information came from a closed-door congressional hearing.
How is that possible?
#ObamaGate

52) Q reminded us that the DOJ report on the FBI's handling of the Clinton email
investigation found that FBI employees have many contacts with the media that serve no
legitimate purpose.

53) Graphic from the IG report showing FBI-media contacts.
https://www.justice.gov/file/1071991/download

54) Wikileaks emails exposed dozens of reporters who are friendly to Hillary Clinton.
https://theintercept.com/2016/10/09/exclusive-new-email-leak-reveals-clinton-campaignscozy-press-relationship/
55) What happens when the mainstream media [knowingly] report false information to help a
politician or political party?
56) How many members of the media are CIA operatives (Farm Born)?

57) "Alsop is one of more than 400 American journalists who in the past twenty‑five years
have secretly carried out assignments for the Central Intelligence Agency, according to
documents on file at CIA headquarters."
http://www.carlbernstein.com/magazine_cia_and_media.php

58) When Donald Trump was elected, the CIA lost control of funding and regulations. Their
response was to have former agents elected to Congress.

59) In its perfect world, the CIA would have one of its own as President.
But for most of its existence, the agency has settled for controlling the White House by
leveraging information against the Chief Executive.
https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/2018-featured-storyarchive/george-h-w-bush2014the-11th-director-of-central-intelligence.html

60) A 2017 article on former CIA officers who ran for Congress.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/daily-202/2017/10/18/daily-202ex-cia-officers-running-for-congress-as-democrats/59e6b25b30fb041a74e75de5/
61) And more recently...

Outed CIA agent Valerie Plame is running for Congress, and her launc…
Official site of The Week Magazine, offering commentary and analysis of the day's
breaking news and current events as well as arts, entertainment, people and
gossip, and political cartoons.
https://theweek.com/speedreads/863783/outed-cia-agent-valerie-plame-running-congr…

62)

63)

64)

65)

66)

67) Why do you think Democratic governors are pushing for both extended lockdowns and
vote by mail?

68) Legal challenge coming?

KRON4 News
@kron4news

#BREAKING: Gov. Newsom signs order to send mail-in ballots to
all registered voters in California for the November election
kron4.com/news/californi…
Gov. Newsom signs order to send mail-in ba…
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (KRON) — Governor
Gavin Newsom has signed an executive order for
every registered voter in California to get a mail-in
kron4.com
3,757 7:35 PM - May 8, 2020
9,684 people are talking about this

69) Linked article.

All California voters to get mail-in ballots for November election, News…
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (KRON) — Governor Gavin Newsom has signed an
executive order for every registered voter in California to get a mail-in ballot for the
November election. The governor made the annou…
https://www.kron4.com/news/california/gov-newsom-signs-order-to-send-mail-in-ballot…

70) Laura Ingram noted that the influenza pandemic of 1968 killed 100,000 Americans but
there was no shutdown.

71)
Laura Ingraham
@IngrahamAngle

We lost 100,000, no shutdown: 1968 Pandemic (H3N2 virus) |
Pandemic Influenza (Flu) | CDC cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-r… via
@CDCgov
19.7K 2:28 PM - May 8, 2020
13.4K people are talking about this

72) Linked article.
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/1968-pandemic.html
73) Chuck Schumer warned that the next coronavirus stimulus bill will be all about creating

legislation to expand mail in voting.

Schumer: Vote by Mail 'Will Be a Very Important Part' of Next Coronavi…
On Friday's broadcast of MSNBC's "All In," Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer (D-NY) stated that vote by mail provisions "will be a very important part |
Clips On Friday's broadcast of MSNBC's "All…
https://www.breitbart.com/clips/2020/05/08/schumer-vote-by-mail-will-be-a-very-import…

74) Q responded.

75) Corrupt politicians care about 3 things:
Votes
Money
and Power

76)
Hillary Clinton

@HillaryClinton

I hope other governors around the country follow
@GavinNewsom’s lead. No voter should be forced to choose
between their safety and exercising their civic duty this fall.
twitter.com/abc7newsbayare…
ABC7 News
@abc7newsbayarea
BREAKING: Gov. @GavinNewsom signs executive order to send
every Californian a mail-in ballot for November election. CA is the first
state in the country to do so, he says. abc7ne.ws/2LbfoaP
69.3K 9:22 PM - May 8, 2020
44.7K people are talking about this

77) How is it that China, where Covid-19 originated, was only on lockdown for an average of
16 days while the U.S has been on lockdown for almost 2 months with some states
forecasting lockdowns extending into the fall?

78) Linked article.
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China Extends Lunar New Year Holiday to Feb 2, Shanghai to Feb 9
China is extending its Spring Festival/Lunar New Year holiday to contain public
movement, restrict need for immediate travel after coronavirus outbreak.
https://www.china-briefing.com/news/china-extends-lunar-new-year-holiday-february-2…

79) China signed a phase 1 trade agreement with the U.S. on January 15th.

US, China sign historic phase one trade deal
The pact, which may add half a point to U.S. GDP this year, is only the initial phase
of a broad agreement that Trump has said may come in as many as three sections.
https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/us-china-sign-historic-trade-deal

80) Is it a coincidence that the first U.S citizen with Covid 19 came into the country on
January 15th, which was the same day impeachment articles were delivered to the Senate and
the same day China signed the trade agreement?

81) @Mrtdogg was Q'd for this video.

0:00

82)

Tony
@Mrtdogg

Coronavirus...... the reality?

35.5K 12:43 PM - May 8, 2020
26.6K people are talking about this

83)

84) Q reposted this drop from the 9th.

85) This message was originally posted 2 years ago.
A week to remember.
Buckle up, patriots.

86) The link in the above tweet points to the page with AC-130 gunship video.
(This is the 3rd time this link has been posted in the last week.)

AC-130 Gunship Lights up the Night | Military.com
An AC-130 gunship and UH-60 helicopter light up the night as troops on the ground
work a laser illuminator.
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658…

87)

0:00

89) Barack Obama recorded and then leaked to one of his pals in the media a discussion he
had with former staffers about the DOJ decision to drop its prosecution of General Flynn.

Exclusive: Obama says in private call that 'rule of law is at risk' in Mich…
Former President Barack Obama, talking privately to former members of his
administration, said Friday that the “rule of law is at risk” in the wake of what he
called an unprecedented move by the Just…
https://news.yahoo.com/obama-irule-of-law-michael-flynn-case-014121045.html

90)

91) Q posted a link to more declassified transcripts of congressional testimony.
Some of these transcripts were previously released but there are new ones that pertain to the

House impeachment investigation.

92) Transcripts above Christopher Wiley (inclusive) were previously released.
Some of the links to not work. :/
https://docs.house.gov/Committee/Committees.aspx?Code=IG00

93) Q is the leader of an open-source intelligence operation.
He provides guidance while we conduct research.

94) Q did not provide context or clarification for this post but I believe it indicates that
important information inserted in the page to the transcripts was removed.

95) Not to worry. At some point, that information will be released.
96) Professor Jonathan Turley pointed out that Barack Obama was incorrect when he said
General Flynn was charged with perjury.

97) From Turley:
"These documents do not show prosecutors finding a way to arrest someone suspected of a
crime. They show prosecutors trying to create a crime."

Did The Mueller Team Violate Brady and Flynn Orders?
With the release of the new material from the case of Michael Flynn, an array of
experts came forward to assure the public that it was all standard procedure for
investigators to conclude that there …
https://jonathanturley.org/2020/05/05/did-the-mueller-team-violate-brady/

98) Q responded.

Jonathan Turley
@JonathanTurley

President Obama is being quoted on Flynn, saying "There is no
precedent that anybody can find for someone who has been
charged with perjury just getting off scot-free." It is a curious
statement. First and foremost, Flynn was not charged with
perjury... jonathanturley.org/2020/05/05/did…
Did The Mueller Team Violate Brady and Fly…
With the release of the new material from the case
of Michael Flynn, an array of experts came
forward to assure the public that it was all
jonathanturley.org
47.1K 12:30 PM - May 9, 2020
28K people are talking about this

99) @FascistTwatter was Q'd for this video.
#Obamagate

0:00

100) #Obamagate

101) @HYVEE7 was Q'd for this video.

0:00

102) Q responded.

HYVE
@HYVEE7

#FlagsOut - somewhere on some coastline.

25.7K 7:59 PM - May 8, 2020
16.6K people are talking about this

103) https://www.army.mil/values/oath.html

104) Even with suppression, the #Obamagate hashtag is trending in the millions

105) @CalebJHull was Q'd for this video.

0:00

106) Q responded.

107) @SvilarovNikola was Q'd for this tweet.

108)
Nikola
@SvilarovNikola

#PatriotsAwakened #Serbia #QAnon

14.5K 3:24 PM - May 9, 2020
8,570 people are talking about this

109) @jokesonus4sure was Q'd for these 2 tweets.
#Obamagate

0:00

110) #Obamagate

0:00

111)
The Joke's on Us
@jokesonus4sure

20K 8:35 PM - May 9, 2020
14.3K people are talking about this

#Obamagate

112) @ginnylauren was Q'd for this video.

0:00

113)
GL
@ginnylauren

Another beautiful day here in NW Arkansas. Blessings abound.
President @realDonaldTrump—Thank you for fighting the good
fight. We are so blessed to have you as our President for such a
time as this! #GodBlessAmerica #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE
#WWG1WGA#fromdarktolight #QANON

14.6K 4:19 AM - May 7, 2020 · Arkansas, USA
7,486 people are talking about this

114) @WWinagain was Q'd for this tweet.

0:00

115)
Will Winagain
@WWinagain

#HuntingtonBeach#ReOpenAmerica #ReOpenCalifornia #Qanon
#WWG1WGA @PatriotDancing @pappyG45

14.2K 9:40 PM - May 9, 2020
8,930 people are talking about this

116) @Qmap_pub_17_Q_ was Q'd for this video

0:00

117)
Mr. Stewart
@Qmap_pub_17_Q_

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE NYC#QAnon #QArmy
#DigitalSoldiers Thank You @realDonaldTrump, Q,
US Military... #TrustThePlan#InItTogether

14.2K 12:47 AM - May 6, 2020
7,401 people are talking about this

118) @SenateWasTheKey was Q'd for this video.

0:00

119)
NowComesThePAIN
@SenateWasTheKey

#QAnon #QArmy #WWG1WGA #WorldWide #WWG1WGAWW

11.7K 3:37 PM - May 3, 2020

6,464 people are talking about this

120) @ClintonFlowers3 was Q'd for this video.

0:00

121)
Clinton Flowers
@ClintonFlowers3

#WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

8,989 1:01 AM - May 3, 2020
5,232 people are talking about this

122) @jacoby_kennedy was Q'd for this video.

0:00

123)
Jacoby Kennedy
@jacoby_kennedy

#WWG1WGA
Stand up -!-!

#QAnon The Silent Majority Needs to
Q Sent Me -!-!

10.6K 12:03 AM - May 3, 2020
5,825 people are talking about this

124) @Beer_Parade was Q'd fort his video.

0:00

125)
𝐁𝐞𝐞𝐫 𝐚𝐭 𝐭𝐡𝐞 𝐏𝐚𝐫𝐚𝐝𝐞
@Beer_Parade

From the heart!

12.1K 9:11 PM - May 2, 2020
6,332 people are talking about this

126) Thanks @Neil_McCafferty!

127) @shosha801 was Q'd for this tweet.

128)
shosha80- shlomit shemesh
@shosha801

Protest in center of TLV Israel last Thursday.#QAnon ,
#QANONWORLDWIDE #QanonArmy @DanScavino

11.2K 7:05 PM - May 9, 2020
6,251 people are talking about this

129) @AmandaHle333 was Q'd for this tweet.

130)
AmandaHle333
@AmandaHle333

“Newport Beach joins fight against Newsom’s Orange County
beach closure order.” I’m in the front, followed by my oldest
daughter, my youngest and the other neighborhood kiddos!
#California #WWG1WGA #QAnon twitter.com/pappyG45/statu…
@pappyG45
GMONEY
#QAnon flag make the LA
Times!#WWG1WGAlatimes.com/california/sto…

11.5K 12:06 AM - May 3, 2020
6,509 people are talking about this

131) @TeresaKae702 was Q'd for this video.

0:00

132)
Teresa Kae

@TeresaKae702

#WWG1WGA #QAnon #trump

11.1K 12:17 AM - May 3, 2020
5,639 people are talking about this

133) @ColinSkow was Q'd for this video.

0:00

134)
Colin Skow
@ColinSkow

From above the world near Las Vegas, Nevada USA!
#WWG1WGA #QAnon

14.3K 12:16 AM - May 3, 2020
7,010 people are talking about this

135) @SavingGenZ was Q'd for this video.

0:00

136)
SavingGenZ
@SavingGenZ

Haiti belongs to the Haitians NOT the #Clintons
joyinliberty.com/qanon/map/ #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE
#WWG1WGA #QAnon via @joyinliberty

17.4K 12:10 AM - May 3, 2020
9,600 people are talking about this

137) @WattersWorld was Q'd for this video.
#Obamagate

0:00

138) #Obamagate

Watters' World
@WattersWorld

“The Obama people got caught this week - and it looks like it
goes straight to the top.” #WattersWords

69.2K 1:05 AM - May 10, 2020
38.8K people are talking about this

139) Looks like Twitter doesn't like the hashtag #Obamagate
H/T @JuliansRum

140) Q asked a number of questions about the shadow government and #Obamagate
I'll answer some of the questions below.

141) Why did [Hussein] shadow POTUS re: [F] trips?

Obama shadowed President Trump in his foreign [F] trips to undermine Trump's ability to
carry our foreign policy.
#Obamagate

142) Why did [Kerry] shadow POTUS re: Iran?
John Kerry shadowed President Trump to undermine his policies regarding Iran. The shadow
government wants to fulfill the Iran deal and equip rogue nations with nuclear weapons.
#Obamagate
143) Why did [McMaster] target and remove loyal intel operatives inside WH?
McMaster was sympathetic to the deep state, which is why he opposed Trump loyalist Ezra
Coen-Watnick.
#Obamagate

The Man McMaster Couldn't Fire
Thirty-one-year-old Ezra Cohen-Watnick holds the intelligence portfolio on the
National Security Council—but almost everything about him is a mystery.
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/07/ezra-cohen-watnick/534615/

144) Coats, McMaster and Bolton [sleepers] didn't declassify documents for Congress
because they were sympathetic to the #ShadowGovernment
#ObamaGate

145) Rosenstein and Mueller tried to entrap Donald Trump and drag out their investigations
because they're loyal to the #ShadowGovernment
#Obamagate

146) Former National Security Council member Vindman leaked information to the media
and helped orchestrate the fake whistleblower complaint with Adam Schiff & former IC
Inspector General Atkinson because they're loyal to the #ShadowGovernment
#Obamagate

Alexander Vindman Admits Making up Parts of Trump Call Summary
Alexander Vindman admitted that he made up parts of a summary about President
Donald Trump's call with Ukranian President Volodymyr Zelensky.
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/11/19/alexander-vindman-admits-making-up-pa…

147) Liddle Adam Schiff [knowingly] leaked false information to the press during classified
sessions and illegally surveilled members of the White House legal team, the media and
Congress because he serves the #ShadowGovernment

#Obamagate

148) George Soros finances anti-Trump activities across the U.S because he's the
puppetmaster of the #ShadowGovernment
#Obamagate

149) The Shadow Government ran an INSURGENCY.
They attempted to regain control of the government by using IRREGULAR [information]
WARFARE.
As digital soldiers, we wage war against them on social media.
#Obamagate

0:00

150) This post closes with many classified [Class 1-99] entries. Hopefully, declassification
will shed light on some of them.

151) Some have theorized that [Class 1-99] refers to categories of classified information as
described in this document.
It's a possibility, but Q has not confirmed this theory.
https://www.cdse.edu/documents/toolkits-insider/ADA406622.pdf

152) You can thank Q for the #Obamagate tweet by POTUS and the hashtag trend.
It was requested by an anon.

153) #Obamagate

154) Today, it was announced that Ezra Cohen-Watnick (a protege of General Flynn) is
rejoining the Defense Department in a position that will have him examining financial
transactions to map out terrorism and drug trafficking networks.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-11/ex-trump-security-aide-who-left-incontroversy-rejoins-pentagon
156) For years, Q has hinted that Ezra Cohen-Watnick is a key player in the takedown of the
#ShadowGovernment.
The mysterious life of Ezra Cohen-Watnick is aptly described by the filename: "Unknown."

157) Q got a kick out of some of the words used in an article about the expansion of John
Durham's investigation.
#Obamagate

158) Notable: The trusted friend of AG Barr, Tim Shea, is assisting with Durham's
investigation.
#Obamagate

Durham moving ‘full-throttle’ on Russia probe review, top federal pros…
U.S. Attorney for Connecticut John Durham is going “full throttle” with his review
into the origins of the investigation into suspected Russia-Trump coordination in the
2016 election, with additional…
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/durham-moving-full-throttle-on-russia-probe-review-w…

159) Q refers to his hints as "crumbs."

160) #Obmagate

162) 2,000 former DOJ officials signed a letter demanding Bill Barr resign following the
decision to drop the prosecution of General Flynn.
#Obamagate

Nearly 2K former DOJ officials call for AG Barr to resign over Flynn case
Nearly 2000 former DOJ officials have signed onto a letter calling for Attorney
General William Barr to resign over his handling of the Michael Flynn case.
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/2000-doj-officials-call-ag-barr-resign-flynn/story?id=70…

163)
ABC News
@ABC

JUST IN: Nearly 2000 Justice Dept. officials have signed onto a
letter calling for Attorney General William Barr to resign over
what they describe as his improper intervention in the criminal
case of former Trump national security adviser Michael Flynn.
abcn.ws/35Q3jRS

Nearly 2000 former DOJ officials call for AG Barr to resign ove…
Nearly 2000 former DOJ officials have signed onto a letter calling for
AG Barr to resign over his handling of the Michael Flynn case.
abcnews.go.com
39K 3:37 PM - May 11, 2020
44.9K people are talking about this

#Obamagate

164) #Obamagate

165) A young Donald Trump.
Link:

https://www.youtube.com/embed/LUsLDzXWUU4

166) #Obamagate

0:00

167) People often ask if members of Congress are immune from arrest when their chamber is
in session.

168) Members of Congress are not immune from arrest in criminal matters.

Privilege From Arrest | Constitution Annotated | Congress.gov | Librar…
An annotation about Article I, Section 6, Clause 1 of the Constitution of the United
States.
https://constitution.congress.gov/browse/essay/artI_S6_C1_1_2/#essay-3

#Obamagate

169) GITMO awaits for the plotters of #Obamagate

170) The Armor of God.

171) For God and Country

172) I overlooked this from the earlier post.
Loretta Lynch agreed to drop charges against Hillary Clinton in exchange for a Supreme
Court appointment. The tarmac meeting was pre-arranged.
Lynch instructed Jim Comey to say Hillary was "careless" instead of criminally negligent.

173) Tweet # 137 has the wrong video.
It should be this one.

0:00

174) @RichardGrenell will declassify the names of Obama officials who unmasked General
Flynn's name in intelligence reports.
#Obamagate

MVPDAK
@Cowboys4Lifee_
Replying to @Breaking911

Obamagate
6,168 10:44 PM - May 11, 2020
4,031 people are talking about this

175) The Obama administration unmasked General Flynn's name so it could be leaked to the
media.
#Obamagate

176) Admiral Rogers explains the responsibilities related to unmasking.
#Obamagate

0:00

177) A anon thought it might be best for Q and POTUS to go slow and steady in their
takedown of the deep state.

178) Now we know why Q has been posting the AC-130 gunship video.
Hell is coming.

179) #Obamagte

0:00

180) Rain coming.

181) "You'll know when."
Yes, we will.

182) An anon heard Hannity announce that @RichardGrenell has already declassified the list
of those who unmasked General Flynn's name.
#Obamagate

183) Q replied.
#Obamagate

184) #Obamagate

BREAKING: U.S. Officials Have Declassified List Of Obama Officials W…
Acting Director of National Intelligence Richard Grenell has declassified the list of
former Obama administration officials who were allegedly involved in the
“unmasking” of then-incoming…
https://www.dailywire.com/news/breaking-u-s-officials-have-declassified-list-of-obama-…

185) It's happening.
#Obamagate

186) #Obamagate

187) Incoming booms for Jim Comey.

188) The link in the above post points to an article and video where Trey Gowdy grills Jim
Comey about who has the authority to unmask U.S. persons in intelligence reports.

Trey Gowdy Grills Comey: Who Has The Power To Unmask A U.S. Citiz…
Rep. Trey Gowdy attempts to question FBI director James Comey about how many
people have the power to 'unmask' the name of a U.S. citizen in communications
intercepted by the intelligence services. T…
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2017/03/20/trey_gowdy_grills_comey_who_ha…

189) As #Obamagate draws public attention, that cabal lawyers up.

190) Top-ranked DC law firms.
https://www.vault.com/best-companies-to-work-for/law/best-law-firms-in-each-usregion/washington-dc

191) #Obamagate

192)

193) @Matt_Zawadzki was Q'd for this tweet.

194) Video.

0:00

195)
Mateusz Zawadzki
@Matt_Zawadzki

Explain to me why the media takes their masks off when they
think the cameras are off? Is it all for show? #fakenews
#LamestreamMedia looks like the rules only apply to us
peasants. #obamagate #qanon

36.8K 6:15 AM - May 12, 2020
30.8K people are talking about this

196)

197) LA County will extend its lockdown for (at least) 3 more months.
Breaking911
@Breaking911

BREAKING: Los Angeles County’s stay-at-home orders
extended for the next 3 months - KTLA
18.2K 7:14 PM - May 12, 2020
17.9K people are talking about this

198) Corrupt politicians see your money as their money.
California spent itself into oblivion and now they want a federal bailout (under the cover of
Covid-19 relief).

California’s massive debt should caution against big spending
As convenient as it might be for politicians and special interest groups to borrow
and spend, there comes a time when the bills come due.
https://www.ocregister.com/2019/01/09/californias-massive-debt-should-caution-agains…

199) Those who are asleep don't question the opinions of "experts" or wonder where their tax
money goes. Politicians use them as pawns.
Will the DOJ will step in and end the abuse of civil rights?

200) Of the $3 trillion proposed in the latest stimulus bill, $1 trillion would go to state, local
and tribal governments.
It would be a convenient way to bail out fiscally irresponsible governors, but the bill has zero
chance of passing in the Senate.

House Dems unveil coronavirus bill estimated to cost $3T, in largest st…
House Democrats' latest coronavirus relief proposal unveiled Tuesday includes
more than $3 trillion in new spending, amounting to the biggest and most
expensive aid package yet to deal with the globa…
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/house-coronavirus-relief-bill-to-reach-3t

201)

202) Why do they keep moving the goalposts for re-opening America?
It was never about the virus.
It was always about the election.

203)

Laura Ingraham
@IngrahamAngle

2 months ago: "Can't open until we flatten the curve to save our
healthcare system." One month ago: "Can't open until we have a
vaccine." A few days ago: "Can't open until we have multiple
vaccines." Today: (Essentially) Can't open until Biden wins.
56.1K 3:11 PM - May 12, 2020
29.9K people are talking about this

204) Funny how the media will dramatize the need for wearing masks but only when it fits
their narrative.

205) It's easy to forget that less than 1% of people who contract Covid-19 die from it.

206)
Katie Pavlich
@KatiePavlich

"The overwhelming majority of people recover from this virus." Dr. Fauci
52.1K 4:54 PM - May 12, 2020
23.2K people are talking about this

207) @Techno_Fog noted that Judge Sullivan is not signing off on the DOJ's request to drop
the prosecution.
Instead, he is allowing interested parties to file briefs.

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

Flynn Update Looks like Judge Sullivan will allow for public comment.
Judge Sullivan a minute order anticipating that "individuals and
organizations" will seek leave to file briefs "for the benefit of the
Court."
A briefing scheduling order will follow.

6,026 10:08 PM - May 12, 2020
5,694 people are talking about this

208) A brief may have already been filed by one of the 2,000 former DOJ officials who

signed the letter demanding AG Barr's resignation.

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog
Replying to @Techno_Fog

Looking at the docket entries (#201 not present), we suspect an
amicus brief has already been filed.
Perhaps by the former DOJ employees who want Sullivan to
improperly proceed to sentencing.
Judge Sullivan risks turning this into a circus.

3,629 10:20 PM - May 12, 2020
2,634 people are talking about this

209) Q posted the link to the "leaked" audio file where Obama discussed the rule of law and
the DOJ's decision not to prosecute General Flynn.
Sullivan's actions seem to be aimed at creating public outcry against the DOJ's decision not to
prosecute.

The swamp runs deep

210) Obama called the decision not to prosecute Flynn unprecedented because he wants
people to be outraged.

Exclusive: Obama says in private call that 'rule of law is at risk' in Mich…
Former President Barack Obama, talking privately to former members of his
administration, said Friday that the “rule of law is at risk” in the wake of what he
called an unprecedented move by the Just…
https://news.yahoo.com/obama-irule-of-law-michael-flynn-case-014121045.html

211) France has experienced a 7,000 percent increase in the use of hydroxychloroquine during
the Covid-19 plandemic despite the deep state's attempts to frighten people about its use.

Hydroxychloroquine–Number Of Prescriptions Explodes In France
Despite warnings around taking hydroxychloroquine to combat the symptoms of
COVID-19, prescriptions in France have exploded as much as 7,000% in certain
parts of the country.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alexledsom/2020/05/10/hydroxychloroquinenumber-of-pr…

212)
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